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cast
Ia Sukhitashvili, Gia Roinishvili, Olga Babluani, Tamuna Bukhnikashvili, Nana
Shonia, Shorena Begashvili, Maka Chichua, Lela Metreveli, Ia Ninidze, Eka
Kartvelishvili, Beka Elbakidze, Tamar Bziava, Tornike Bziava, Avtandil Gogeshvili

synopsis
“It’s all about soul beauty, it’s a beauty contest of Mothers, so dear Georgian mothers please keep on
smiling.” Georgia, Tbilisi, 2010… Mother’s beauty contest... winner will get an apartment and 25000$.
Ten mothers, with seven of them belonging to the poorest population layer, will desperately try to win...

crew
SCREENPLAY Rusudan Chkonia Photography Konstantine Mindia Esadze Editing Rusudan Chkonia, Jean-Pierre Bloc, Levan
Kukhashvili Sound Paata Godziashvili Art direction Sopo Bazghadze, Mamuka Esadze, Dima Arsanis, Giga Iakobashvili
Costumes George Nadiradze Executive producer Vladimir Kacharava Producers Rusudan Chkonia, Nicolas Blanc Coproducers
Marc Bordure, Jani Thiltges, Arnaud Bertrand, Dominique Boutonnat, Hubert Caillard Production Nikê Studio, Ex
Nihilo Coproduction Samsa Films, Alvy Production
A Georgian French Luxembourg Coproduction with support of Georgian National film Center and Ministry of Culture and monument protection

director’s statement
Some years ago while shooting a documentary about street
children, I discovered an unusual orphanage called “Bediani”,
where not only children are taken in, but their homeless
parents as well.
At Bediani I met Tamari, a very beautiful and intelligent woman,
the mother of seven children, who told me she had participated in
a beauty contest for mothers. As I listened to her story, my feelings
went from one extreme to another. It was such a tragic, painful tale
but also so absurd that I could hardly keep from laughing. I knew
immediately that I was going to make a film out of it.
“Keep Smiling” is a touching story, a vast reservoir of pain
told with wry humor, a tale of ten Georgian women taking part
in a beauty contest for mothers.
The media and contest organizers exploit the tragic lives of
these Georgian women. Everything is part of a show designed
to entertain the audience. The beauty contest, which appears

to be a promising and happy event at first, gradually becomes
a hell. It takes place in post-Soviet Georgia, which is trying to
rebuild itself after countless revolutions and ethnic wars.
For me it has always been interesting to see how people
behave in an extreme situation, how it makes them do things
they would never have imagined possible. The film is about
what we need most: it is about dignity, about the need to be
respected and about respecting yourself.
The film shows how easy it is to become a puppet in someone’s
hands and how hard it is to maintain self-respect. Does the
end really justify the means? And does winning at the price of
losing your dignity make you happy? How can you forgive your
own weaknesses and those of your loved ones? How can you
find the strength to carry on after such humiliation?
This is a social movie, with dynamic editing and hints of comic,
if not cynical, political absurdity underlying the main theme.
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